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Random Number Analysis

If you were at the SPS talk on Tuesday, Alex gave a talk about the perils of using random number
generators. Today you’re going to implement a test that checks to see if a sequence of numbers
are independent and identically distributed. The test is called the “runs up” test, and this exercise
is heavily based on a test in Averill M. Law’s book Simulation Modeling and Analysis (4th ed),
section 7.4.1, with examples and numbers taken from that book.

Suppose you have a sequence of random numbers denoted U1, U2, . . . , Un. We are going to count
the number of unbroken monotonically increasing subsequences of Ui, called a “run up”.

For example, consider the sequence 0.86, 0.11, 0.23, 0.03, 0.13, 0.06, 0.55, 0.64, 0.87, 0.10. The
sequence starts with a run up of length 1 (0.86), followed by a run up of length 2 (0.11, 0.23), then
another run up of length 2 (0.03, 0.13), then a run up of length 4, and finally another run up of
length 1.

From a sequence of n Ui’s, we count the number of runs up of length 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and ≥ 6 and
define a variable ri where ri = the number of runs of length i if i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, while r6 = the
number of runs up of length ≥ 6. For the example above, we have r1 = 2, r2 = 2, r3 = 0, r4 = 1,
r5 = 0, and r6 = 0.

To test independence, we define a quantity R that we need to compute and compare to what’s
called a χ2 distribution with 6 degrees of freedom. R, which is known as our “test statistic”, is
defined as follows:

R =
1

n

6∑
i=1

6∑
j=1

aij(ri − nbi)(rj − nbj)

Where a is a matrix and b is a vector defined as such:

a =



4529.4 9044.9 13568 18091 22615 27892
9044.9 18097 27139 36187 45234 55789
13568 27139 40721 54281 67852 83685
18091 36187 54281 72414 90470 111580
22615 45234 67852 90470 113262 139476
27892 55789 83685 111580 139476 172860


b = (1/6, 5/24, 11/120, 19/720, 29/5040, 1/840)

1



For instance, if you’re given (r1, r2, . . . , r6) = (808, 1026, 448, 139, 43, 4), you get a value R = 9.3.
Incidentally. the constants a and b for this runs up test are given in The Art of Computer

Programming by Donald Knuth, who is an incredibly famous Stanford CS professor. He’s also
giving a talk tonight.

Once you have computed R, use this in a statistical significance test where the null hypothesis
is R is distributed as the χ2

6 distribution. Look up and use from scipy.stats import chi2.
If you haven’t seen the χ2 distribution or haven’t done significance tests before, see http://en.

wikipedia.org/wiki/Chi-square_distribution or ask Alex/Zahan. (We’ll give a short lecture
at the beginning of the section explaining roughly how this works.) If you reject the null hypothesis,
that means your sequence of random numbers is NOT independent. For the test to really work,
you need to have at least n = 4000 random variables.

For the example (r1, r2, . . . , r6) = (808, 1026, 448, 139, 43, 4), you get a value R = 9.3, and
χ2
6,0.90 = 10.6, so we don’t reject the hpyothesis of independence at α = 0.10.
Your task is to write a file runsup.py that runs the runs up test for a sequence of 5000 random

uniform (0,1) numbers (you can generate these with numpy.random.random). First generate a
list/array of 5000 random numbers between 0 and 1. Calculate the number of runs up in this list
(i.e. find r1 through r6), which you can save as a 6-element list. Using this list, calculate R. Then
use chi2 from scipy.stats to calculate the P-value of this R.
The statistical testing isn’t as important, so if you think you’ve properly calculated

R you should move on to the next part of solving ODEs. For 5000 numbers, a typical
R will be around 9.

If you’ve worked a lot with matrices (or you’ve programmed in IDL, Matlab, or other array-based
languages), you might notice that R seems like it could be the result of a product of matrices with
vectors, rather than a double sum over i and j. You would be correct! Write out the matrix
formulation of this problem and look up numpy.matrix, then implement the problem with numpy
matrices. I’m not sure which runs faster, but the matrix formulation certainly takes less code. (If
you have time, it would be interesting to test this.)

If you need a hint, let c = r− n ∗ b, where c is a 6-element vector. Then consider how you could
multiply the vector c and the 6x6 matrix a to produce a 1x1 matrix. Try writing out the matrix
multiplication and see what happens. If you’re really having trouble, ask Alex or Zahan for the
answer.

Solving and Plotting Differential Equations

Check online for the final version when you’ve completed the exercise above. We are running late
putting this together, sorry!
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